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THURSDAY 5TH JULY, 2018
ORDER

MADE UNDER
NATIONAL REGISTRATION ACT
(Cap 19:08)

IN EXERCISE OF THE POWERS CONFERRED ON THE ELECTIONS COMMISSION
BY SECTION 5 (2) AND SECTION 3 (1), (2) AND (3) OF THE NATIONAL
REGISTRATION (RESIDENTS) REGULATIONS, Cap 19:08, THE ELECTIONS
COMMISSION MAKES THE FOLLOWING ORDER:-

1. This Order may be cited as the National Registration (Revision of Registration Divisions) Order 2018.  

2. The Registration Divisions of Registration Areas to be revised are listed in column 3 of the First Schedule.

3. The Sub-Divisions in column 4 of the First Schedule are hereby cancelled.

4. The Second Schedule outlines the New Sub-Divisions and their descriptions with reference to the first schedule.
## First Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration District</th>
<th>Registration Area</th>
<th>Registration Division</th>
<th>Registration Sub-Division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Registration</td>
<td>Charity</td>
<td>a. 212222</td>
<td>a. 212222 A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District for Region No. 2 or the Pomeroon/Supenaam Region</td>
<td>b. 212232</td>
<td>b. None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. 221113</td>
<td>c. 221113 A, B, C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Regina</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. 221213</td>
<td>a. None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. 221241</td>
<td>b. 221241 A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. 411212</td>
<td>a. None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. 411221</td>
<td>b. None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District for Region No. 4 or the Demerara Mahaica Region</td>
<td>c. 412131</td>
<td>c. None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. 611221</td>
<td>a. None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. 611222</td>
<td>b. None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District for Region No. 6 or the East Berbice/Corentyne Region</td>
<td>c. 611242</td>
<td>c. 611242 A &amp; B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildonan</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. 622113</td>
<td>a. 622113 C, D &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. 622211</td>
<td>b. 622211 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District for Region No. 6 or the East Berbice/Corentyne Region</td>
<td>c. 622222</td>
<td>c. 622222 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. 622312</td>
<td>d. 622312 B, C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e. 622315</td>
<td>e. 622315 A, B, C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f. 622412</td>
<td>f. 622412 A, B, C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annai</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. 912115</td>
<td>a. None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Second Schedule

**REGION # 2**

**DIVISION NUMBER:** 212222

**DIVISION NAME:** UNITY-PROVIDENCE

**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:**

This division extends from the mean low water mark of the Atlantic Ocean at its northern extremity to the back boundaries of the estates along the left bank of the Pomeroon River from Unity to the centre line of the reserve between the grants 4115 and 1313 at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between the estate of Providence and Nile at its eastern extremity to the centre line of the reserve between the estates of Phoenix Park and Unity at its western extremity.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 212222A

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** KITTY-GRANT ST. VINCENT

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:**

This sub-division extends from the mean low water mark of the Atlantic Ocean at its northern extremity to the boundaries of the estates along the left bank of the Pomeroon River from Grant...
UNITY/KITTY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE BETWEEN GRANT PARADISE AND WINDSOR CASTLE AND GRANT ST. VINCENT AND LAND OF PROMISE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE BETWEEN THE ESTATES OF PHOENIX PARK/KITTY AND UNITY AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 212222B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: FRIENDSHIP BACKLANDS
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE HALF WAY MARK BETWEEN THE POMEROON RIVER AND FRIENDSHIP BACK CANAL AND FROM THE CENTRE LINE BETWEEN GRANT ST. VINCENT AND LAND OF PROMISE AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE BETWEEN GRANT PROVIDENCE AND NILE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY. THIS SUB-DIVISION INCLUDES FRIENDSHIP BACKLANDS AND FRIENDSHIP SCHEME.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 212222C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: LAND OF PROMISE/PROVIDENCE
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE HALFWAY MARK BETWEEN THE

DIVISION NUMBER: 212232
DIVISION NAME: DUBLIN-COZIER
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 212232 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: DUBLIN-TENEZE FARM

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 212232 B
SUB DIVISION NAME: MARIA’S PLEASURE-MARTINDALE
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE WATERSHED BETWEEN THE AKAWINI AND POMEROON RIVERS AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE CENTRE LINE OF THE COZIER CANAL AND GRANTS 3537 AND 3819 AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY OF GRANT MARIA’S
PLEASURE AND THE LITTLE TRYBEST CANAL AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**DIVISION NUMBER:** 221113  
**DIVISION NAME:** BOUNTY HALL-DARTMOUTH  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:**  
THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF THE ESTATES OF DARTMOUTH, WESTBURY AND BOUNTY HALL AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN DARTMOUTH AND DUNKELD AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BETTER SUCCESS AND BOUNTY HALL AND PHILLIPS AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**SUB DIVISIONS NUMBER:** 221113 A  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** PHILLIPS-BOUNTY HALL  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:**  
THIS SUB-DIVISION COMMENCES AT THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN PHILLIPS AND BETTER SUCCESS AT THE ATLANTIC OCEAN THENCE SOUTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN TO THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN BOUNTY HALL AND WESTBURY THENCE TO THE TAPAKUMA IRRIGATION CANAL THENCE NORTH WESTWARDS ALONG THE TAPAKUMA IRRIGATION
CANAL TO THE CANAL BETWEEN PHILLIPS AND BETTER SUCCESS THEN NORTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE SAID CANAL TO THE POINT OF COMMENCEMENT.

**SUB DIVISION NUMBER:** 221113 B  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** WESTBURY  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** This sub-division commences at the boundary between Westbury and Bounty Hall at the Atlantic Ocean thence, south eastwards along the mean low water mark of the Atlantic Ocean to the drainage canal between Westbury and Dartmouth thence south westwards along the said drainage canal to the Tapakuma Irrigation Canal thence north westwards along the Tapakuma Irrigation Canal to the dam between Westbury and Bounty Hall thence north eastwards along the said dam to the point of commencement.

**SUB DIVISION NUMBER:** 221113 C  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** DARTMOUTH (EAST OF PUBLIC ROAD)  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** This sub-division commences at the drainage canal between Westbury
AND DARTMOUTH AT THE ATLANTIC OCEAN THENCE, SOUTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN TO THE TO CANAL BETWEEN DARTMOUTH AND DUNKELD THENCE SOUTH WESTWARDS ALONG THE SAID CANAL TO THE PUBLIC ROAD THENCE NORTH WESTWARDS ALONG THE SAID PUBLIC ROAD TO THE CANAL BETWEEN DARTMOUTH AND WESTBURY THENCE NORTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE SAID DRAINAGE CANAL TO THE POINT OF COMMENCEMENT.

**SUB DIVISION NUMBER:** 221113 D

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** DARTMOUTH (NORTH WEST)

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION COMMENCES AT THE PUBLIC ROAD AND THE CANAL BETWEEN WESTBURY AND DARTMOUTH AND EXTENDS SOUTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE PUBLIC ROAD TO ITS JUNCTION WITH PTOLEMY AVENUE, THENCE ALONG PTOLEMY AVENUE AND THE DAM TO THE TAPAKUMA IRRIGATION CANAL, THENCE ALONG THE TAPAKUMA IRRIGATION CANAL TO THE DRAINAGE CANAL BETWEEN DARTMOUTH AND WESTBURY, THEN NORTH EASTWARDS ALONG THE SAID CANAL TO THE POINT OF THE COMMENCEMENT.
SUB DIVISION NUMBER:  221113 E
SUB-DIVISION NAME:   DARTMOUTH (SOUTH WEST)

DIVISION NUMBER:  221213
DIVISION NAME:  DAGERAAD/ZORG-EN-VLYGT
DIVISION DESCRIPTION:  THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDRY BETWEEN MOCHA AND DAGERAAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE BETWEEN ZORG-EN VLYGT AND ANNANDALE AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, AND FROM MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY, TO THE
SOUTHERN SHORE OF CAPOEY LAKE AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB DIVISIONS NUMBER:** 221213A  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** DAGERAAD (NORTH)  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE BUS SHED STREET AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO BHAGWANDAS STREET (NORTHERN SECTION) AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY FROM THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE TAPAKUMA MAIN CANAL AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB DIVISIONS NUMBER:** 221213B  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** DAGERAAD (SOUTH)  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM BHAGWANDAS STREET (SOUTHERN SECTION) AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE SIDE LINE DAM AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE TAPAKUMA MAIN CANAL AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 221213C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: ZORG-EN-VLYGT
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE SIDELINE DAM AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE BETWEEN ZORG-EN-VLYGT AND ANNANDALE AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE SOUTHERN SHORE OF CAPOEY LAKE AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

DIVISION NUMBER: 221241
DIVISION NAME: GOOD HOPE-POMONA
SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER: 221241A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: PAMONA HOUSING SCHEME
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE TALWEG OF THE ITURIBISI RIVER TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN RIVERSTOWN CREK AND POMONA AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE DAM BETWEEN POMONA AND HUIST’ DIEREN AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ESSEQUIBO RIVER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE LEFT BANK OF THE ITURIBISI RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER: 221241B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: HUIST’ DIEREN
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE DAM BETWEEN POMONA AND HUIST’ DIEREN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY AND THE TRENCH BETWEEN HUIST’ DIEREN AND MIDDLESEX AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ESSEQUIBO RIVER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE LEFT BANK OF THE ITURIBISI WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER: 221241C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: MIDDELESEX
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE TRENCH BETWEEN HUIST’ DIEREN AND MIDDLESEX AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE TRENCH BETWEEN MIDDLESEX AND VILVOORDEEN AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE MEAN LOW WATER AMRK OF THE ESSEQUIBO RIVER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE TRIBUTARIES OF THE ITURIBISI AND THE ESSEQUIBO RIVERS AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER: 221241D
SUB-DIVISION NAME: VILVOORDEEN
REGION # 4

DIVISION NUMBER: 411212
DIVISION NAME: YAROWKABRA-KURU KURU
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This division extends from the Yarakabra Creek at its northern extremity to the Kuru Kuru Creek at its southern extremity and from the watershed between the tributaries of the Demerara River and the Mahaica Rivers at its eastern extremity to the eastern boundaries of the estates .Sans Souci, Elizabeth Ann, UIT, New Hanover, and New St Eustatius at its western extremity.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 411212 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: YAROWKABRA (NORTH OF CIRCUIT/MISSION ROADS)
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division extends from the Yarowkabra Creek at its northern extremity to the prolongation (east-west) of the circuit access road intersecting the Soesdyke Linden Highway to the watershed between the tributaries of the Demerara Mahaica River at its southern extremity and from
WATERSHED BETWEEN THE TRIBUTUARIES OF THE DEMERARA MAHAICA RIVER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN TIMEHRI (412112) AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER:</th>
<th>411212B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUB-DIVISION NAME:</td>
<td>YAROWKABRA (SOUTH OF CIRCUIT RD/WEST OF SLH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB-DIVISIONS NUMBER:</th>
<th>411212C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUB-DIVISION NAME:</td>
<td>YAROWKABRA (SOUTH OF MISSION ROAD/EAST OF SLH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td>THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE PROLONGATION (EAST-WEST) OF THE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIVISION NUMBER: 412131
DIVISION NAME: CALEDONIA-LAND OF CANAAN
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN RELIEF AND LAND OF CANAAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CALEDONIA AND HUIST COVERDEN AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM EAST DEMERARA WATER CONSERVANCY WESTERN (NORTH-SOUTH) CANAL AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE DEMERARA RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 412131A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: LAND OF CANAAN
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN RELIEF AND LAND OF CANAAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN SARAH JOHANNA AND LAND OF CANAAN AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE EAST DEMERARA WATER CONSERVANCY CANAL AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE DEMERARA RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 412131B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: SARAH JOANNAH-CALEDONIA
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN SARAH JOHANNA AND LAND OF CANAAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CALEDONIA AND HUIS 'T COVERDEN AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM EAST DEMERARA CONSERVANCY CANAL AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE DEMERARA RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
REGION # 6

DIVISION NUMBER: 611221
DIVISION NAME: PLEGH ANKER-HIGHBURY
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSES LUST AND HIGHTOWN TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN HIGHTOWN AND LIGHTOWN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY, TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE ALONG THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF ZORG-EN-VLYGT AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSES LUST AND HIGHTOWN AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE BERBICE RIVER FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN HIGHTOWN AND LIGHTOWN TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN PLEGH ANKER AND ZORG-EN-VLYGT AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 611221A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: HIGHTOWN-CHRISTINA’S LUST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSES LUST AND HIGHTOWN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CHRISTINA’S LUST AND
JULIANSBURG AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF HIGHBURY, LIGHTTOWN, AND MARIA’S VILLE. ST. BASTA POOL, HOPETOWN, GANGOO CREEK, KITTY, MACAW, CALIFORNIA AND CHRISTINA’S LUST AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE BERBICE RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 611221B  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** JULIANSBURG-PLEGT ANKER  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY CHRISTINA’S LUST AND JULIANSBURG AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN PLEGT ANKER AND ZORG-EN-VLYGT AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF JULIANSBURG AND PLEGT ANKER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE BERBICE RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**DIVISION NUMBER:** 611222  
**DIVISION NAME** BUSES LUST-KORTBERAADT  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE BERBICE RIVER AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE RESERVE ALONG THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF ZORG-EN-VLYGT AND
IMMEDIATELY SOUTH OF PERMISSION 1/3/68 AND 22080 AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSES LUST AND HIGHBURY AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**SUB-DIVISION BOUNDARY:** 611222A

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** KORTBERAADT EAST-BUSES LUST

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ENFIELD AND KORTBERAAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSES LUST AND HIGHBURY AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF KORTBERAAD, DEUTICHEM, DEKINDREN AND BUSES LUST AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE EAST BANK PUBLIC ROAD OF KORTBERAAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY THENCE ALONG THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN KORTBERAAD WEST AND DEUTICHEM TO THE BERBICE RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 611222B

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** KORTBERAAD WEST

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ENFIELD AND KORTBERAAD AT ITS NORTHERN
EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN KORTBERAAD AND DEUTICHEM AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE CENTRE LINE OF THE EAST BANK PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE BERBICE RIVER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

DIVISION NUMBER: 611242
DIVISION NAME: ANNA CLEMENTINA-CARACAS
DIVISION DESCRIPTION:
THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CANJIE RIVER FROM CARACAS TO ANNA CLEMENTINA AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN PRINCE WILLIAM AND ANNA CLEMENTINA AND THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF THE ESTATES OF ANNA CLEMENTINA (WEST), BLEYENDAAL, RISING SUN AND SANDVOORTI AND THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF LICENCE A170 (HELD BY THE BERBICE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED) AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ANNA CLEMENTINA AND PHILADELPHIA AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE EASTERN BOUNDARY OF NEW AMSTERDAM ALONG THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CARACAS AND OVERWINNING, AND THE EASTERN
BOUNDARY OF OVERWINNING AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 611242A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: CARACAS
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CANJE RIVER AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CARACAS AND OVERWINNING AT THE SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CARACAS AND VRYHEID AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CARACAS AND THE MUNICIPALITY OF NEW AMSTERDAM AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER 611242B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: VRYHEID-LOCHABER
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CANJIE RIVER FROM SANDROOT AND ANNA CLEMENTINA AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARIES OF SANVROOT, RISING SUN, BLYANDAAL, ANNA CLEMENTINA AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ANNA CLEMENTINA AND PHILADELPHIA AT ITS
EASTERN EXTREMITY TO COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN SANVROOT AND LOCAHER AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 611242C  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** SANDVOORT-WYBURG  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CANJE RIVER AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE BACK BOUNDARIES OF OVERWINNING AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN LOCAHER AND SANDVOORT AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN VRYHEID AND CARACAS AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**DIVISION NUMBER** 622113  
**DIVISION NAME** NIGG  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTRIMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY OF FIELDS NO. A,B AND C IN NIGG ACCORDING TO GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION'S NUMBERING SYSTEM AND THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE AIRSTRIP IN NIGG AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTRIMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN NIGG AND
BELVEDERE AT ITS EASTERN EXTRIMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ALBION AND NIGG AT ITS WESTERN EXTRIMITY.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 622113A

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** NIGG NORTH EAST

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT THE NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, FROM THE POST OFFICE STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE NO. 2 STREET AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 622113B

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** NIGG NORTH WEST

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT THE NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, FROM THE NO. 2 STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE ALBION ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622113C
SUB- DIVISIONN NAME NIGG UPPER SOUTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE PUBLIC ROAD AT THE NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE FIRST TRENCH AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, FROM THE POST OFFICE STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE ALBION ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622113D
SUB- DIVISIONN NAME NIGG SOUTH CENTRAL
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE FIRST TRENCH AT THE NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE TO THE NIGG/ALBION MAIN TRENCH AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE POST OFFICE STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTRIMITY TO THE ALBION ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTRIMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622113E
SUB- DIVISIONN NAME NIGG LOWER SOUTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE NIGG/ALBION MAIN TRENCH AT THE NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE TO COMMON NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF FIELDS NUMBER A,B,C IN NIGG,
ACCOUNTING TO GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION NUMBERING SYSTEM AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM TOPO DAM AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE ALBION ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

DIVISION NUMBER: 622211
DIVISION NAME WILLIAMSBURG (NORTH)
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM MEAN LOW WATER MARK OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN WILLIAMSBURG AND ROSE HALL AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN WILLIAMSBURG AND HAMPSHIRE AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622211 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME UPPER WILLIAMSBURG NORTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF RAMPHAL STREET AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON...
BOUNDARY WILLIAMBURG AND ROSE HALL (BOND DAM). AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE BIRBAL STREET BETWEEN WILLIAMBURG AND HAMPSHIRE AT IT WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER**: 622211B  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME**: LOWER WILLIAMBURG NORTH  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION**:  
THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTRAL LINE OF RAMPHAL STREET AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON EXTREMITY TO BOND STREET ROSE HALL AND ITS EXTENSION TO THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY-(BIRBAL STREET).

**DIVISION NUMBER**: 622222  
**DIVISION NAME**: ROSE HALL CENTRAL  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION**:  
THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTRE LINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF SUGAR CANE FIELD NO.1A IN ROSEHALL, ACCORDING TO GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION’S NUMBERING SYSTEM, AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN
ROSEHALL AND PORT MOURANT AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON
BOUNDARY BETWEEN ROSEHALL AND WILLIAMSBURG AT ITS WESTERN
EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622222 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: ROSE HALL CENTRAL WEST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE
CENTRAL LINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO
THE CENTRAL LINE OF BURIAL GROUND STREET AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY
AND FROM THE CENTRAL LINE OF ROSEHALL MAIN ROAD AT ITS EASTERN
EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ROSEHALL AND WILLIAMSBURG
AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622222 B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: ROSE HALL CENTRAL EAST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE
CENTRAL LINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO
THE CENTRAL LINE OF BURIAL GROUND STREET AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY
AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ROSEHALL AND PORT
MOURANT AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY
TO THE CENTRAL LINE OF ROSEHALL MAIN ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB-DIVISIONN NUMBER** 622222 C  
**SUB-DIVISIONN NAME** ROSE HALL CENTRAL SOUTH  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTRAL LINE OF THE BURIAL GROUND DAM AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY, TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF SUGAR CANE FIELD NUMBER ONE A IN ROSE HALL ACCORDING THE GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION NUMBERING SYSTEM AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ROSE HALL AND PORT MOURANT AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ROSE HALL AND PORT MOURANT WILLIAMSBURG AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

**DIVISION NUMBER:** 622312  
**DIVISION NAME** ANKERVILLE-HASWELL  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF FIELD NO.28 IN ANKERVILLE AND HASWELL, ACCORDING TO THE GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION'S
NUMBERING SYSTEM, AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN HASWELL AND RESOURCE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN ANKERVILLE AND PRT MOURANT AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622312 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: HASWELL
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE CORENTYNE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN CHANILALL RESIDENCE AND RESOURCE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN DRAINAGE PUMP DAM AND PORT MOURANT AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER 622312 B
SUB-DIVISION NAME ANKERVILLE NORTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTRAL LINE OF THE CORENTYNE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CHEDDI JAGAN STREET AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, AND FROM RAMBALAS STREET THROUGH
MAIN STREET AND JAI-PERSAUD STREET, AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY, AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN DISPENSARY DAM AND PORT MOURANT AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division Number</th>
<th>Sub-Division Name</th>
<th>Sub-Division Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>622312 C</td>
<td>Ankerville Central</td>
<td>This sub-division extends from the center line of the Corentyne Public Road at its northern extremity to Ball-Field Street at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between Train Line and Resource at its eastern extremity and Rambalas Street through Main Street and Jai-Persaud Street at its western extremity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622312 D</td>
<td>Ankerville South</td>
<td>This sub-division extend from Cheddi Jagan and Ball-Field Street at its northern extremity to the northern boundary of Field No 28 of Ankerville and Haswell according to Guysuco Sugar Corporation numbering system at the southern extremity and from the common boundary between Train Line and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESOURCE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN DISPENSARY DAM AND PORT MOURANT AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

DIVISION NUMBER: 622315
DIVISION NAME: TAIN
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF SUGAR CANE FIELD NO.42 IN TAIN ACCORDING TO GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION’S NUMBERING SYSTEM, AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN TAIN AND CLIFTON AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN TAIN AND RESOURCE AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622315 A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: TAIN NORTH EAST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO SECOND STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO SCHOOL STREET AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622315 B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: TAIN NORTH CENTRAL
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN TO THIRD STREET OR MARKET STREET AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY AND TO SECOND STREET AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622315 C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: TAIN NORTH WEST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY TO TEMPLE AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY AND TO MARKET STREET AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622315D
SUB-DIVISION NAME: TAIN SOUTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE CENTER LINE OF THE PUBLIC ROAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF FIELD 42 ACCORDING TO THE GUYANA SUGAR CORPORATION NUMBERING SYSTEM AT ITS SOUTHERN
EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN TAIN AND CLIFTON AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN RESOURCE AND TAIN AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**DIVISION NUMBER:** 622412  
**DIVISION NAME** AUCHLYNE-WHIM  
**DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE OLD ALNESS WATER PATH AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN WHIM AND LANCASTER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN AUCHLYNE AND LETTER KENNY AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 622412 A  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME** AUCHLYNE NORTH  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY TO THE CENTRELINE OF THE CORENTYNE HIGHWAY AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY AND FROM THE COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN AUCHLYNE AND WHIM AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY TO COMMON BOUNDARY BETWEEN AUCHLYNE AND LETTER KENNY AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622412 B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: AUCHLYNE SOUTH
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division extends from the centre line of the Corentyne Highway at its northern extremity to the Old Alness Waterpath at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between Auchlyne and Whim at its eastern extremity to the common boundary between Auchlyne and Letter Kenny at its western extremity.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 622412 C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: WHIM NORTH WEST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division extends from the Atlantic Ocean at its northern extremity to the center line of the Corentyne Highway at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between Whim and Market Road Middle Walk Dam at its eastern extremity and to the common boundary between Whim and Auchlyne at its western extremity.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER 622412D

SUB-DIVISION NAME WHIM NORTH EAST

SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division extends from the center line of the Corentyne Highway at its northern extremity to the center line of the Corentyne Highway at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between Whim and Lancaster at its eastern extremity to the common boundary between Whim Market Dam at its western extremity.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER 622412E

SUB-DIVISION NAME WHIM SOUTH

SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division extends from the center line of the public road at its northern extremity to the old Alness Water Path at its southern extremity and from the common boundary between Whim and Lancaster at its eastern extremity to the common boundary between Whim and Auchlyne at its western extremity.
REGION # 8

DIVISION NUMBER: 821212
DIVISION NAME: TUMATUMARI-MAHDIA

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 821212A  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** MAHdia PLATEAU WEST  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE MAHdia RIVER EAST ALONG THE CAMPBELLTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY, TO SCHOOL ROAD, SOUTH ALONG THE SCHOOL ROAD TO REPUBLIC AVENUE. WEST ALONG REPUBLIC AVENUE TO THE OLD CENOTAPH POINT, SOUTH TO THE BARTICA/POTARO ROAD, WEST ALONG THE BARTICA/POTARO ROAD TO THE MYER’S BRIDGE AT THE WHITE WATER CREEK, DOWNSTREAM THE MAHdia RIVER TO THE CAMPBELLTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY LINE.
SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 821212 B
SUB-DIVISION NAME: MAHDIA PLATEAU EAST
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE INTERSECTION OF SCHOOL ROAD AND THE CAMPBELLETTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY, EAST ALONG THE CAMPBELLETTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY TO THE BARTICA/POTARO ROAD AT THE MARABUNTA CREEK SHORTCUT, SOUTH ALONG THE BARTICA/POTARO ROAD TO THE WRONG-TURN HILL FOOT, NORTH ALONG THE WRONG TURN HILL TO REPUBLIC AVENUE, EAST ALONG REPUBLIC AVENUE TO SCHOOL ROAD, NORTH ALONG THE SCHOOL ROAD TO THE CAMPBELLETTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 821212 C
SUB-DIVISION NAME: POTARO ROAD-EAGLE MOUNTAIN
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE DENHAM BRIDGE ON THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD, SOUTH ALONG THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD TO THE MYER’S BRIDGE, WEST ALONG THE WHITE WATER CREEK TO THE MAHDIA RIVER, SOUTH UPSTREAM THE MAHDIA RIVER TO THE KONAWARUK DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY LINE, EAST ALONG THE KONAWARUK
DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY LINE TO THE TIGER RIVER BRIDGE ON THE MEKDECI ROAD, NORTH TO THE HEAD OF AN UNKNOWN TRIBUTARY OF THE KONAWAK RIVER, NORTH ALONG THE UNKNOWN TRIBUTARY OF THE KONAWAK RIVER, NORTH DOWNSTREAM THE KONAWAK RIVER TO THE POTARO RIVER, AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY, NORTH UPSTREAM THE POTARO RIVER TO THE DENHAM BRIDGE ON THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 821212 D

SUB-DIVISION NAME: KONAWAK ESSEQUIBO

SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THIS SUB-DIVISION EXTENDS FROM THE MOUTH OF THE KONAWAK RIVER, NORTH UPSTREAM THE POTARO RIVER TO THE DENHAM BRIDGE ON THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD, EAST ALONG THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD AND TUMATUMARI ROAD AT ITS NORTHERN EXTREMITY, SOUTH ALONG THE TUMATUMARI ROAD TO THE POTARO RIVER, SOUTH ALONG THE MICOBIE VILLAGE BOUNDARY TO THE TIGER RIVER, EAST DOWNSTREAM THE TIGER RIVER TO THE POTARO RIVER, EAST
ALONG THE POTARO RIVER TO THE ESSEQUIBO RIVER, SOUTH UPSTREAM THE ESSEQUIBO RIVER TO THE MOWASI/SLOTH DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY LINE, WEST ALONG THE MOWASI/SLOTH DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY AND THE KONAWARUK DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY TO THE WESTERN DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY LINE OF THE KONAWARUK DIVISION, NORTH ALONG THE KONAWARUK DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE UEWANG DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY LINE, EAST ALONG THE KONAWARUK DIVISIONAL BOUNDARY TO THE TIGER RIVER BRIDGE ON THE MEKDECI ROAD, NORTH TO UNKNOWN TRIBUTARY OF THE KONAWAK RIVER, NORTH ALONG THE UNKNOWN TRIBUTARY TO THE KONAWAK RIVER, NORTH DOWNSTREAM THE KONAWAK RIVER TO THE POTARO RIVER.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 821212 E  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** MICOBIE  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THE BOUNDARY EXTENDS FROM THE INTERSECTION OF THE POTARO ROAD AND TUMATUMARI ROAD, NORTH ALONG THE POTARO ROAD, TO AN UNKNOWN BOUNDARY TRIBUTARY OF THE POTARO RIVER, DOWNSTREAM THE UNKNOWN
TRIBUTARY TO THE POTARO RIVER AT ITS EASTERN EXTREMITY, WEST UPSTREAM THE POTARO RIVER TO THE MOUTH OF THE TIGER RIVER, SOUTH UPSTREAM THE TIGER RIVER TO THE TUMATUMARI ROAD, NORTH ALONG THE ROAD TO THE TUMATUMARI FALLS, NORTH ALONG THE TUMATUMARI ROAD TO THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD AT ITS WESTERN EXTREMITY.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 821212 F
SUB-DIVISION NAME: CAMPBELLTOWN/PRINCEVILLE
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: THE BOUNDARY EXTENDS FROM MAHDIA RIVER AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY, WEST ALONG THE MAHDIA RIVER TO THE POTARO RIVER, NORTH DOWNSTREAM THE POTARO RIVER TO THE DENHAM BRIDGE ON THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD, SOUTH ALONG THE BARTICA POTARO ROAD TO THE SOUTHERN CAMPBELLTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY, WEST ALONG THE CAMPBELLTOWN VILLAGE BOUNDARY TO THE MAHDIA RIVER AT ITS SOUTHERN EXTREMITY.
REGION # 9

DIVISION NUMBER: 912115
DIVISION NAME: ARANAPUTA
DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This division extends from the watershed between the tributary of the Burro Burro River a right bank tributary of the Siparuni and Rupununi rivers, a left bank tributary of the Essequibo River at its northern extremity to the Rupununi River at its southern extremity and from the western boundary of the Anai Amerindian District Division No. 91213 at its eastern extremity to the Mora River a left bank tributary of the Rupununi River and an imaginary north/south line joining the point of intersection of the thalweg of the northern and southern forks of the Mora River approximately 2 miles downstream of its source, to its source at its western extremity.

SUB-DIVISION NUMBER: 912115A
SUB-DIVISION NAME: ARANAPUTA (SOUTH)
SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION: This sub-division commences at a point where the Lethem/Linden Road enters the eastern boundary
OF ARANAPUTA, THEN CONTINUES WEST ON THE SOUTHERN SIDE OF THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD TO THE MORA RIVER AT THE WESTERN BOUNDARY OF ARANAPUTA, THENCE DOWN TO THE MOUTH OF THE MORA RIVER WHERE IT MEETS THE UNUNI RIVER, THENCE DOWN THE RUPUNUNI RIVER TO A POINT 2000 FEET BELOW THE PAMBOURA CREEK (LEFT BANK RUPUNUNI RIVER), THENCE NORTH ABOUT 4 MILES, THENCE EAST ABOUT 2 MILES TO THE SOUTH EAST CORNER OF THE ANNAI AIRSTRIP, THENCE NORTH TO THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD AT THE POINT OF COMMENCEMENT.

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 912115B

**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** ARANAPUTA (EAST)

**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS SUB-DIVISION COMMENCES AT A POINT WHERE THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD ENTERS THE EASTERN BOUNDARY OF ANARAPUTA, THEN CONTINUES WEST ON THE NORTHERN SIDE OF THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD FOR APPROXIMATELY 5.4 KM TO A POINT WHERE THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD INTERSECTS THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD, THENCE NORTH WEST ALONG THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD TO A POINT ABOUT 732 METERS
WHERE THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD ENDS, THENCE EAST ALONG AN OLD TRAIL FOR 372 METERS TO A POINT WHERE THE OLD TRAIL INTERSECTS THE OLD BACKDAM ROAD, THENCE NORTH ON THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE OLD BACKDAM ROAD TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF ARANAPUTA, THENCE EAST ALONG THE BOUNDARY TO THE POINT WHERE IT MEETS THE WESTERN BOUNDARY OF THE ANNAI AMERINDIAN DISTRICT, THENCE DOWN SOUTH ALONG THE BOUNDARY TO THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD AT THE POINT OF COMMENCEMENT

**SUB-DIVISION NUMBER:** 912115C  
**SUB-DIVISION NAME:** ARANAPUTA (WEST)  
**SUB-DIVISION DESCRIPTION:** THIS CONSTITUENCY COMMENCES AT A POINT WHERE THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD INTERSECTS THE LETHEM/LINDEN ROAD AND EXTENDS NORTH WEST ALONG THE WESTERN OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD TO A POINT ABOUT 732 METERS WHERE THE PRIMARY SCHOOL ROAD ENDS, THENCE EAST ALONG AN OLD TRAIL FOR 372 METERS TO A POINT WHERE THE OLD TRAIL INTERSECTS THE OLD BACKDAM ROAD TO THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF ANARAPUTA, THENCE WEST ALONG THE BOUNDARY TO THE
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